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lets assume that a blade in dc-a had a problem booting its operating system. now at this point our instructor would normally go over all the steps to reboot the
blade, but we are going to skip it because we want to focus on a fundamental problem that i saw more than once over the years. if the ucs-a blade couldnt start, the
next thing the blade would do is to check the boot sequence. ucs-a is using uni-fi which consists of a single fcoe link to the vmware evc that in turn is connected to
the esxi hosts. the fcoe nic in the blade is responsible for the ipx-enabled booting of the boot partition of the operating system. as we have seen numerous times

over the years, if you dont know how to use an interface, how to configure it, or even have the correct ip subnet mask configured for the particular interface, you are
going to have problems. because of this, we will not show you the steps to get the blade booted. if you simply follow the step by step dialog boxes, you might even
be able to get things working.. after the blade booted into the uni-fi software, it performs a rescan and brings up all the interfaces in the target esxi host. normally

this works, however during the course of trying to troubleshoot a single node, you may have manually connected a blade to a different esxi host. if you are not
aware of this, the blade will not list the fcoe interfaces on the esxi hosts that are connected. if you are expecting to receive an ethernet interface from a blade, you

will simply get a warning message that no interfaces were found. adding interfaces to a ucs manually is really easy to do, and you can even do it in vmware.
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